Dear Colleagues,

Conference Series LLC is delighted to welcome you to Las Vegas, USA for the Prestigious 19th Global Nursing Education Conference 2017. Global Nursing Education 2017 will focus on “Current Challenges and Innovations in Nursing Education”. We are confident that you will enjoy the Scientific Program of this upcoming Conference. We look forward to see you at Las Vegas, USA.

With Regards,

Global Nursing Education 2017 Organizing Committee
Conference Series LLC Conferences

Editorial Board Members of Supporting Journals:

Jaroslava Halper
The University of Georgia, USA

Moges Woldemeskel
The University of Georgia, USA

Huamin Wang
The University of Texas, USA

C. Cameron Yin
UT MD Anderson Cancer Center, USA

Ozlen Saglam
Yale University, USA

John Hart
University of Chicago Medical Center, USA

Michael J Iatropoulos
New York Medical College, USA

Dario Marchetti
Baylor College of Medicine, USA

KT Jerry Yeo
The University of Chicago, USA

Lauren A Langford
University of Texas, USA
Venue
Las Vegas, USA

Important Dates
Abstract Submission Opens: July 27, 2016
Registration Opens: August 01, 2016
Early bird Registration: October 14, 2016
On spot Registration: April 27, 2017

Accommodation
A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for Global Nursing Education 2017 participants are proposed. Only reservations made through the Conference will benefit these rates. The Conference Center can be easily reached by public transportation.

Exhibition and Sponsorship
An Exhibition will be held concurrently with the conference. The coffee break and lunch areas will be located adjacent to the booths. Thanks to exhibitors from all over the world, attendees will have a complete overview of new findings in the fields of Global Nursing Education 2017.

About Las Vegas, USA
Las Vegas is the 29th-most famous tourism welcoming city in the United States. It is one of the well-known American West city to have been established in the twentieth century, it has been developed from a modest, desert-bound railroad administration focus at the start of the twentieth century to the nation's quickest developing megalopolis at century's end, with a populace of 2,027,828 roughly. It is Nevada's monetary focus and biggest city. Las Vegas is a position of million-light signs and lavish design, of promptly obvious riches. Fantastic Canyon or Yellow stone national park is one of the main get-away destinations. Las Vegas' noteworthy centre lies at a site once possessed by swamps, freshwater springs, and verdant knolls. The old downtown at the focal point of the city running exactly 4 miles (6 km) toward the southwest, where the city's most gaudy and sumptuous lodgings, gambling clubs, and eateries were constructed. Today, the city is a universal centre for account, trade, industry, innovation, information transfers, and transportation. The city experiences itself as “The Entertainment Capital of the World”, and is acclaimed for its mega casino–hotels and related stimulation. This city is one of the main three driving destinations in the United States for traditions, business, and gatherings. Likewise, the city’s metropolitan territory has more AAA Five Diamond lodgings than whatever other city on the planet, and is a worldwide pioneer in the friendliness business.